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Happy Friday everyone!
We hope everyone has enjoyed the games this week
Just a reminder that only one guardian per child is allowed as a spectator for games.
Extra ice time?
Are you interested in extra ice time for your child? We are exploring options for on-ice skills sessions for each
division. Cost would be $12-20 per ice time, per child, depending on numbers. Help us gauge interest by
filling out this very short form
COVID-19
1. Carpooling and gatherings related to hockey have been mentioned in the news lately. Please be
careful and follow all protocols as this is what will keep us playing hockey!
2. All entry to the arena must be through the lower level doors now. The upper level doors are only to be
used as an exit.
Our hockey history
Did you know that Paris, Ontario is where dropping the puck for faceoffs was first invented? Do you know
more Paris hockey history? Drop us a line on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter with an old picture or some
history knowledge!

➢ Twitter - @PMHAWolfpack
➢ Facebook - PMHAWolfpack
➢ Instagram - pmhawolfpack
➢ YouTube - Subscribe

Get to know our volunteers
Today it is my pleasure to introduce you to Joel Sherbino! Joel is the co-coach of a U13 team.
Joel and his family have called Paris home for the past 13yrs - minus one year when they lived as a family in
Malawi, Africa! Joel grew up playing hockey and basketball but when he realized he had a better jump shot
than slap shot, he made the switch to basketball where he played 5 years of University and a few summers
overseas. Joel is the Pastor at Paris Presbyterian Church and leads a ministry to prisoners in Malawi. He
enjoys spending time with his family being active and travelling. He also has gotten back to hockey (slapshot
still no good) and has a real love of nachos, BBQing and cheering for the New York Islanders. He is married to
Rebecca and they have three kids Isaac (all things mountain biking), Masika (swimming) Canaan (playing U 13
Hockey).
Thanks, Joel, for volunteering to serve this community!

Rob Darling
Vice President, Paris Minor Hockey Association

